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Welcome to Sensoria 2019, as ever featuring some truly unique 
and immersive experiences. This year we span cult and classic 
cinema, future gazing artists, the latest live scores, exhibitions, 
installations and on-stage collaborations. We’re exploring the 
theme of Myths and Legends and so naturally we kick off with a 
nod to local folklore outlaw Robin Hood. Our outdoor screening  
is in Loxley valley woodland for the 1938 Hollywood version of  
The Adventures of Robin Hood. 
We’re delighted to showcase the multi-artist Modern Fairies 
project too. We’re also joining in the British Film Institute’s 
celebration of Musicals with Dreamgirls which is loosely based  
on the legendary Motown label. 
Our 2nd theme is Fantastic Planet and we’ll be ranging from the 
sublime to the surreal; Erland Cooper will bring his nature inspired 
live set paying homage to his native Orkney. We’re also delighted  
to welcome back Bo Ningen after their epic Abbeydale Picture 
House gig, this time scoring The Holy Mountain. 
We love to celebrate Sheffield talent and this year our ‘young booker’  
Zoe showcases how Sheffield’s DIY scene survives and thrives.  
We will Shine A Light on the work of photographer Chris Saunders. 
Our industry standards SensoriaPro and SynthFest UK are back—
and our premiere of Creep Show (collaboration between John Grant  
and Wrangler) will close our 12th fest in style.
As always our heartfelt thanks go to everyone who has helped 
make the 2019 festival happen. We wanted especially to note  
our gratitude to finance guru Chris Ashton, who we sadly lost  
this year. Not only Sensoria, but much of the city's cultural sector 
would have been much worse off without him.  
Thank you also to our board and advisory, our sponsors, partners,  
all the staff and volunteers, artists, venues, co-promoters, 
suppliers, friends and family and, of course, the customers and 
audience members who have turned out and joined our journey.



our theme this year is 
Myths and Legends,  
we felt the festival 

wouldn’t be complete without 
some events celebrating South 
Yorkshire’s own legendary Robin 
of Loxley, otherwise known as  
the folklore hero Robin Hood. 
We’ll be spotlighting the region’s 
many connections with, and 
legends surrounding, the outlaw 
with such an enduring appeal. 

Our screening event is  
just the start�we are also 
planning a Robin Hood inspired  
‘outlaw’s picnic’ in May 2020.
Also, look out for our booklet 
and locations-based app and 
watch this space for a more 
permanent marker at some  
key spots around Loxley in  
north Sheffield.

Robin Hood locations app at: 
dhi.ac.uk/robinhood
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In collaboration with  
The Centre for Contemporary Legend  
at Sheffield Hallam University.
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saturday 31 august | 2Pm, 5:30Pm
the adventures of robin hood u 
outdoor screenings in storrs Wood
Dirs. Michael Curtiz, William Keighley 1938 USA 1hr 42mins
Stoneface creative, StorrS Wood S6 6GY
Tickets—2pm screening | hoodmat.eventbrite.co.uk 
5:30pm screening | hoodlatescreening.eventbrite.co.uk

Watch what is still considered the definitive depiction 
of Robin Hood; Errol Flynn in all his emerald green, 
technicolor glory—and in the very area of South 
Yorkshire that could easily have been Robin Hood  
and his outlaws’ stomping ground. 
This 1938 classic boasts Korngold’s acclaimed score  
that set the tone for swashbuckler soundtracks for 
decades to come.
The film also stars Olivia de Havilland (who recently 
celebrated her 103rd birthday). The undeniable on- 
screen chemistry between de Havilland and Flynn lit  
up the screen in many of Hollywood's Golden Age films.
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In collaboration with  
The Centre for Contemporary Legend  
at Sheffield Hallam University.
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showroom cinema presents the shock of the future 15
Dir. Marc Collin Fr 2019 1hr 24mins
Tickets from £4.50 to £9.20 | showroomworkstation.org.uk/the-shock-of-the-future

Paris, 1978. Ana (Alma Jodorowsky) is frustrated by writing jingles for commercials. 
She wants to write her own songs, but everything she writes sounds stale and old. 
All this changes when a friend brings her a new electronic gadget—one of the first 
beatboxes to be imported into France.
Directed by French electronica pioneer Marc Collin of the band Nouvelle Vague, 
the film is a love letter to the unacknowledged women pioneers of the French 
electronic music movement. Featuring an incredible soundtrack including  
music by The Human League, Suicide, Devo and Throbbing Gristle, The Shock  
of the Future is a feel-good tribute to a movement that had a major influence  
on contemporary pop music.

Special events include: 
Friday 13 September 
Guest intro to the 6:15pm screening in association with Sensoria.
Saturday 14 September 
Sheffield-based Emily J Electric will be running an intro to Ableton 
workshop for women and non-binary people. Keep an eye out on  
the Showroom website—more details will be announced soon.
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friday 27 sePtember | 8:30am
creative mornings
Kollider Space, caStle houSe, caStle Street S3 8lS
Free�booking required
We kick off Sensoria 2019 in cahoots with fellow  
creative connectors CreativeMornings, a monthly  
breakfast lecture series for the creative community. 

BEATS WORKING  
music JournaLism bursary 2019
Sensoria will be offering an aspiring music journalist the chance to attend  
the whole festival and publish a review with a guaranteed writing fee. 

The Beats Working  
Bursary is in tribute to  
Martin Lilleker, author of  
Beats Working For A Living  
and Not Like A Proper Job.
Champion of Sheffield  
music and thoroughly  
lovely man.
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Believers in the power of these morning get-togethers, CreativeMornings 
are here to celebrate and share creative thinking and to bring what 
started in New York City ten years ago to fresh creative thinkers of  
the city of Sheffield.
CreativeMornings provides a platform for creators, enterprisers and 
doers to share their stories. Audience members can hear first-hand  
how ideas are turning into realities and build an encouragement 
network of positive actions and change—and all by 10am.
The speaker this time is Sensoria Director Jo Wingate and the theme  
is MUSE. So grab a coffee and be inspired.
Check the website for details�creativemornings.com/cities/shd
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saturday 28—monday 30 sePtember | fREE
breaking reverie by heather Lander
An immersive sonic light sculpture  
With music by michAel begg
15 barKer'S pool S1 2hb
Saturday 28 Sept | 11am—4pm 
Sunday 29 Sept | 11:30am—4pm 
Monday 30 Sept | 11am—2pm
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Through illusion, reflection, projection mapping and ink drawing, 
Heather Lander’s moving light sculpture, Breaking Reverie draws  
you into an eternal daybreak on a distant horizon at the edge  
between darkness and dawn.
Award-winning composer, Michael Begg, provides a textured  
sonic backdrop for this immersive sonic light sculpture.

“One of our most significant contemporary experimental composers.  
A true visionary, Begg has quietly developed his own unique and 
affecting compositional style and sound.” 
The Active Listener
a crYptic commiSSion.
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saturday 28—monday 30 sePtember | fREE
shine a Light
A speciAl selection oF the Work oF  
sheFField-bAsed photogrApher chris sAunders
trafalGar WarehouSe 2, 120 trafalGar Street S1 4Jt
Saturday 28 Sept | 11am–4pm 
Sunday 29 Sept | 11:30am–4pm 
Monday 30 Sept | 11am–2pm
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An intuitive understanding  
and use of light have been  
instrumental in Saunders’  
iconic portraits, ranging from  
local creatives to legendary  
filmmakers such as David Lynch.

Wheelchair access can be arranged—
please see our website for details 
sensoria.org.uk
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50 Division Street, Sheffield, S1 4GF
bungalowsandbears.com

For all types of celebration, meeting
and get together. Ask a member of staff
for information.

Untitled-7   1 17/08/2018   11:25



saturday 28 sePtember | 8Pm
dreamgirLs 12
Dir. Bill Condon US 2007 2hrs 5mins
abbeYdale picture houSe, 387 abbeYdale road S7 1fS
Tickets £8 | dreamgrls.eventbrite.co.uk
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Loosely based on the legendary Motown label, this film adaptation of the book  
and musical captures the rise of The Dreamettes from talent shows in early 1960s 
Detroit to stardom (as The Dreams) by the mid 1970s. However, the journey sees 
its fair share of fall outs, manipulation and payola along the way.

This award-winning production features epic on-screen 
performances from a multi-talented, largely African-American 
cast. Jennifer Hudson and Beyoncé particularly shine in their 
depiction of a friendship that ultimately survived everything  
the music industry had to throw at them.
Come along dressed up as your favourite character or in 60s/ 
70s outfits. The screening will be followed by DJs downstairs 
in Picture House Social celebrating female icons of Motown, 
Soul and more.
 
preSented in cahootS With  
our mel and Grl. dJ collective.
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sunday 29 sePtember | 7:15Pm
erLand cooPer + modern fairies
the univerSitY of Sheffield drama Studio,  
ShearWood road S10 2td
Tickets £15 | erlandcooper.eventbrite.co.uk
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Hailing from the archipelago of Orkney, composer and  
multi-instrumentalist Erland Cooper explores the natural  
world of landscape, memory, people and place.
Local stories and mythology appear on his new album  
Sule Skerry, most perceptively in the form of the Selkie,  
a creature who assumes the form of a seal in the water  
and a woman on the land, beautifully brought to life by  
voices recorded on the island. Inspiration comes in part  
from the Norse seafarers who farmed both sea and land  
and made Orkney their base. 
Last year’s debut solo album Solan Goose was an Album  
of the Year at BBC Radio 6 Music, The Quietus, and more;  
and Sule Skerry has already been crowned a BBC Radio  
6 Music Album of the Day and nominated for the AIM UK  
awards’ “Best (Difficult) 2nd Album”.
Plus support from artists featured in the Modern Fairies project. 
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La PLanète sauvage (fantastic PLanet) pg
Dir. Rene Laloux 1974 Fr Czech 1hr 11mins
picture houSe Social, 387 abbeYdale road S7 1fS
Tickets £5.50 | fantasticplanet.eventbrite.co.uk

Visually inventive science fiction animation set on a distant 
planet called Ygam. Enslaved humans (Oms) are the 
playthings of giant blue native inhabitants (Draags). After 
Terr, kept as a pet since infancy, escapes from his child captor, 
he is swept up by a band of radical fellow Oms who are 
resisting the Draags’ oppression and violence. 
Alain Goraguer’s psychedelic jazz score provides a suitable 
soundtrack to this counter culture classic.
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the heart is a drum 18
Dir. Jacob Frössén Sweden 2019 1hr 2mins
the univerSitY of Sheffield drama Studio, ShearWood road S10 2td
Tickets £7.50/£5.50 conc.s | heartisadrum.eventbrite.co.uk

Documentary that follows the poignant story  
behind the Motorik beat created by drummer 
Klaus Dinger. The film is inspired by a 1990s 
interview Dinger made with journalist Michael  
Dee in Pop magazine. After a botched relationship 
with a Swedish girl in 1971, the young musician 
from Düsseldorf resorts to his drums in the band 
NEU! His repetitive beat reflects an overwhelming 
refusal to give up. 
But his beat also throbs with post-war geist, and 
as a symbol of the new Germany, it progresses 
towards something new (NEU!) and went on to 
influence later generations of artists from Iggy 
Pop to Joy Division to Primal Scream.
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tuesday 1 october | 8:30Pm | uk Premiere
show me the Picture: the story of Jim marshaLL 18
Dir. Alfred George Bailey UK/USA 2019 1hr 32mins
the univerSitY of Sheffield drama Studio, ShearWood road S10 2td
Tickets £7.50/£5.50 conc.s | jimmarshall.eventbrite.co.uk

Legendary US photographer  
Jim Marshall captured the  
heights of the Rock and Roll  
music era, from the Beatles  
and Jimi Hendrix, to the civil  
rights movements and some  
of the most iconic moments  
that defined the 1960s. 
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A child of immigrants, he  
battled inner demons and  
fought his way to become one  
of the most trusted mavericks  
with access to all areas of many  
artists’ lives, the man with five  
Leica M4s hanging round his neck— 
chronicling music history from  
the jazz greats to Bob Dylan,  
Johnny Cash and The Rolling Stones.
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wednesday 2 october | 7:15Pm
PhiLiP thomas PLays morton feLdman
the upper chapel, norfolK Street S1 2Jd
Tickets £10.50/£8.50 conc.s | mortonfeldman.eventbrite.co.uk 
Or in person from Sheffield Theatres box office.
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Hypnotic, shimmeringly beautiful and endlessly fascinating, Morton Feldman’s 
piano music is conceived on a huge scale yet unfolds almost like a whisper, using  
the most simple of ideas. Pianist Philip Thomas, a leading interpreter of Feldman’s  
music, gives this one-off performance to complement rare screenings of short 
documentary profiles of two of the United States’ greatest visual artists, both 
featuring incidental music by Feldman.

Feldman: Music for the film Sculpture by Lipton;  
Piano Piece (to Philip Guston); For Bunita Marcus
+ screenings of film documentaries both of which  
feature the soundtrack of Morton Feldman:
Jackson Pollock (1951); Willem de Kooning: The Painter (1964) 
Dirs. Hans Namuth & Paul Falkenberg

Presented in association with Music in the Round and in 
partnership with Another Timbre Records to launch Philip 
Thomas’ latest recording of Feldman’s works for solo piano.
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hoLLy herndon: Proto
the foundrY, the univerSitY of Sheffield StudentS’ union,  
WeStern banK S10 2tG
Tickets £14.50/£11 conc.s | Ages 14+ | hhproto.eventrbrite.co.uk

Electronic musician Holly Herndon 
presents her vision of a musical and 
digital future, exploring technology’s 
potential through artificial intelligence, 
vocals and visuals.
Herndon is joined by an expanded vocal 
ensemble and her nascent machine 
intelligence creation Spawn to perform 
music from her third album PROTO. 
Created through collaborations with 
a long list of musicians, programmers, 
developers and theorists including JLin, 
Matthew Dryhurst, ensemble developer 
Jules LaPlace and of course, Spawn.

PHOTO: BORIS CAMACA
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fri 4 october | 10:30am—6:30Pm

SensoriaPro
Sheffield toWn hall, pinStone Street S1 2hh
Tickets | sensoriapro2019.eventbrite.co.uk
Discounted rate for group student bookings of eight people or more— 
please contact info@sensoria.org.uk 

Our unique, informal gathering of composers, filmmakers,  
music publishers, music supervisors, games developers and  
festivals all under one roof to discuss the latest innovations  
in music and the moving image. A must-attend event with  
a stunning line up of speakers, direct access to international  
buyers and informal, friendly networking.
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dawn shadforth 
in conversation about her career working in music video.

festivaLs: from bagging stage time  
to grabbing headLines
Hosted by the AIF (Association of Independent Festivals)  
this session will look at how festivals help build an artist's career. 

The panel guests, including  
Ami Lord  STANDON CALLINg,  
Emma Zillmann  KENDAL CALLINg, BLUEDOT 
Paul Reed  AIF,  
will explain how to get noticed  
and what bookers are looking for. 
The session will also spotlight various 
artists' journeys to headline status and 
those who play the 'long game' making 
a living on the festival and live circuit.
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indePendent record LabeLs
Looking at the current landscape for record labels and the added value 
they can bring in an age of DIY digital services.
Guest speakers include: 
James Burton  WARP; 

Rachel McWhinney  MOSHI MOSHI; 

Chris Smith  CPU.
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ctsensoria scoring contest 

An exclusive opportunity  
to have your music critiqued  
by our sync experts. 
This year we have the launch 
trailer for Blood & Truth,  
the latest Sony PSVR game.* 
Register for full  
download details. 
The panel includes  
Ian Neil  
SONy MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT  
Andy Oskwarek  
WOODWORK MUSIC

*Courtesy of  
Sony Interactive  

Entertainment Europe
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friday 4 october | 8Pm
bo ningen Live score— 
the hoLy mountain 18
Dir. Alejandro Jodorowsky USA 1973 1hr 54mins
the univerSitY of Sheffield drama Studio,  
ShearWood road S10 2td
Tickets £11 | bnholymountain.eventbrite.co.uk
Jodorowsky’s surreal, trippy and controversial follow-up  
to El Topo. The cult classic features a flood of sacrilegious  
imagery and existential symbolism and caused scandal  
when premiered at Cannes in 1973. 

The Alchemist (Alejandro Jodorowsky) assembles together a 
group of people from all walks of life who represent planets 
in the solar system. The intention is to put the recruits though  
strange mystical rites and divest them of their worldly baggage  
before embarking on a trip to ascend The Holy Mountain and  
displace the immortal gods who secretly rule the universe.
Not for the faint-hearted.
A welcome return to Sensoria for Japanese psychedelic outfit 
Bo Ningen (following their epic show at Abbeydale Picture 
House in 2015), presenting their new live score.
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friday 4 october | 9:30Pm
sheffieLd ’tiL i diy
foodhall Sheffield, 21 eYre Street S1 4qW
Tickets—pay as you feel (£7 suggested) | Ages 18+ 
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Some of our favourite bands on Sheffield’s punk/post punk DIY scene, 
including The Sleazoids, play live. Between bands we’ll be screening a 
small selection of short films on Sheffield’s underground DIY music.
Films include: 
Never Say DIY 
Dir. Zoe Jones UK 2017 5mins

Never Say DIY captures the feelings and attitude towards ‘do-it-yourself’ 
in Sheffield, in the music, venues, and the sense of community spanning 
between the collectives. Partly shot in the now closed Lughole, it shows 
the passion for music and determination to self-suffice in a time where 
punk is needed more than ever.
LOSS 
Dir. Zoe Jones UK 2017 2mins

Named after the Swedish band on their first UK tour, filmed at their 
Sheffield date in The Audacious Art Experiment (now Hatch). With 
mentions of their home country, and what punk means to them, this 
short piece shows the heart and soul of the genre.
curated bY Zoe JoneS aS part of our YounG booKerS Scheme.
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saturday 5 october | 10:30am—6:30Pm
synthfest uk
the octaGon centre, the univerSitY of Sheffield,  
WeStern banK S10 2tq
Tickets | synthfestuk2019.eventbrite.co.uk
Early Bird £11 (until 31 Aug) 
Advance £12.50 (1 Sept until 2 Oct) 
Full price £15.00 (3 Oct until 5 Oct) 
Conc.s £9.00/Child 14-18 £8.00/Under 14s Free
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Created by Sound On Sound magazine, 
in partnership with Sensoria, to give 
over 40 companies of all sizes an 
opportunity to showcase their synth 
products in front of the public. 

Seminar Programme includes: 
marta saLogni TALKS ABOUT 
comPosing with taPe
a guy caLLed geraLd  
TALK/DEMO 
rob PuriceLLi (AKA FAILED MUSO) 
PRESENTS fairLight@40 
AND 

robin vincent ON getting 
started with moduLar
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saturday 5 october | 3Pm—7:30Pm
suffraJitsu pg
screening + q&A + mArtiAl Arts demo + Workshops
picture houSe Social, 387 abbeYdale road S7 1fS
Tickets £5.50 | suffrajitsu.eventbrite.co.uk

Throughout 2018 clandestine collaborators D.N.W. (Deeds Not Words) celebrated 
the Vote100 centenary. Surreal, subversive and playful, their films explore these 
tales through experimental costume, music and creativity. This year they have 
created a new film called SuffraJitsu. Come along to the première and see how  
the Suffragettes fought back using martial arts!
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The programme throughout the day includes a launch screening of SuffraJitsu 
plus q+A, the first three D.N.W. films, Girl Gang workshops, martial arts demos 
and more. Programme includes:

martiaL arts demo
girL gang resistance workshoP 
Find your voice, build confidence and resilience with Girl Gang’s 
bespoke one-hour workshop that combines movement and theatre, 
exercise, discussion and games.
girL gang fanzine workshoP 
Create your own SuffraJitsu fanzine using collage and/or illustration 
and let the world know which tales of wonderful/warrior women 
inspire you.
The first 3 Chapters (short films) by D.N.W. (Deeds Not Words)
SuffraJitsu Launch Screening + q+A with D.N.W. (Deeds Not Words)
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saturday 5 october | 7:30Pm
creeP show + suPPort
the foundrY, the univerSitY of Sheffield StudentS’ union,  
WeStern banK S10 2tG
Tickets £15.50/£11.50 conc.s | creepshowsheff.eventbrite.co.uk

Creep Show brings together  
John Grant with the dark  
analogue electro of Wrangler  
(Stephen Mallinder/Phil Winter/Benge). 
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Following their debut album Mr Dynamite, we’re delighted  
to present Creep Show’s first gig, bringing a suitable finale  
to the 2019 festival’s closing weekend.
Mr Dynamite was recorded in Cornwall with a lifetime’s 
collection of drum machines and synthesisers assembled  
by Benge and explored by every member of Creep Show.  
A ‘shackles off’ sense of adventure is also part of the interplay 
between the two vocalists, John Grant and former Cabaret 
Voltaire frontman Stephen Mallinder, who switch between 
oblique wordplay to sinister humour as Phil Winter and  
Benge continue to man-handle the machines.

“Creep Show is Hydra,” says Mallinder. 
“A beast with multiple heads and voices, so no one is quite  
sure who is saying and doing what. Everything is permitted  
and everything is possible.”
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fri 27 sePt

sat 28–mon 30 sePt

sat 28 sePt

sun 29 sePt

mon 30 sePt 

tue 1 oct
 

wed 2 oct

thu 3 oct

fri 4 oct

sat 5 oct

creativemornings

breaking reverie
chris saunders exhibition

dreamgirLs

erLand cooPer + modern fairies

La PLanète sauvage (fantastic PLanet) pg

the heart is a drum 18 uk premiere
show me the Picture:  
the story of Jim marshaLL 18 uk premiere

PhiLiP thomas PLays morton feLdman

hoLLy herndon: PROTO

SensoriaPro
bo ningen score the hoLy mountain 18
sheffieLd ’tiL i diy

synthfest uk
suffraJitsu pg
creeP show + suPPort

Our programme may be subject to change.
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8:30–10am

28: 11am–4Pm|29: 11:30am–4Pm|30: 11am–2Pm
28: 11am–4Pm|29: 11:30am–4Pm|30: 11am–2Pm

8Pm

7:15Pm

7:30Pm

6:30Pm
 

8:30Pm

7:15Pm

8Pm

10:30am—6:30Pm
8Pm 

9:30Pm

10:30am—6:30Pm
3Pm—7:30Pm 

7:30Pm

Kollider Space

15 Barker’s Pool
Trafalgar Warehouse 2

Abbeydale Picture House

The University of Sheffield Drama Studio

Picture House Social 

The University of Sheffield Drama Studio
 
The University of Sheffield Drama Studio

The Upper Chapel

The Foundry, The University of Sheffield Students' Union

Sheffield Town Hall
The University of Sheffield Drama Studio
Foodhall Sheffield

The Octagon Centre, The University of Sheffield
Picture House Social
The Foundry, The University of Sheffield Students' Union

p7

p8
p9

p11

p12

p13

p14
 

p15

p16

p17

p18-19
p20
p21

p22
p23
p25

Please check www.sensoria.org.uk for up-to-date information.




